Evergreen Galleries

African works found in library

✓ I Skin headed Drum
25" tall
13" wide top
6 1/4" wide bottom

Diagram of drum head

✓ II Amadi Oha
33 1/2" tall
9 1/2" at widest points
16 1/2" deepest point with gun
6 1/2" deepest point without gun
Base 3'' X 8'' X 7''
Wood / stained black

✓ III Mask with left eye open
Nigeria January 1977
19" Tall
15 1/2" wide
5" deep
Wood / stained and painted

✓ IV Mask with right eye open
Nigeria January 1977
14" Tall
10" wide
4 1/3 deep
Wood / stained and painted

Black Ceramics

✓ V Three round bottom pots with three concave lids all have the same measurements
Pot 4" tall
5 1/4" diameter
3 3/4 opening
1st band lip below with three sets of 1/4 grooves
2nd band see XL
Lid 1" tall
4 1/2 diameter
1/2" stem
Lid and pot 4 1/2 tall

✓ VI Round bottom Pot with two convex lids with handles all have the same measurements
Pot 3 1/4" tall
6 7/8" diameter
3" deep
See # IX for one of these without lid
Pinched lip below rim of pot; chip on rim of pot.

Lid 3" Tall
7" Diameter

Lid and pot: 5 1/4" tall

✓VII Two small rounded bottom pots
Same measurements:
2 1/6" tall
5 1/3" diameter
2" deep
Concentric engravings with three rings below lip.

✓VIII Three round bottom Jugs with handles
All have the same measurements:
1 1/4" tall
1 1/16" widest points
1 3/4" deep (approx)
Flared opening
4 1/4" outside diameter
1 1/4" opening
Additional opening
8 3/4" from base
3" from flared opening
4" wide
Handle
1 3/4" high
2" from flare
3" long
1" wide
Five concentric engravings around rim.
Starting last ring meshing pattern 2 1/4" down. Remainder of jug covered in burlap pattern.
Handle does not have pattern.

✓IX Chalice One with lid. [Similar to # VI]
5 1/4" tall
9" widest points
6 1/3" opening
Bowl of chalice
3 1/2" deep
Flared Footing
2" tall
4" diameter
Lid
3" tall
7" diameter
Vertical slashings on outside of bowl beginning
1 1/4" from lip, below raised lid.
✓ Two small round bottom pots
  1 1/4" tall
  6" diameter
  3" deep
  5 1/4" opening
  Three concentric engravings below lip

✓ IV Large round bottom pot
  4" tall
  6 1/2" widest point
  2" deep
  4" opening
  Raised ridge below lip
  One set of 10 grooves
  One set of 2 2/5 grooves

✓ V Three larger round bottom pots
  4" tall
  7 1/4" widest points
  6 1/2" opening
  Three concentric engravings below lip
  Two sets five groups connecting engravings

Red Clay Pots

✓ VIII Three large round bottom pots
  3 1/2" tall
  7" widest point
  6 1/4" opening

✓ IX One round bottom pot and two broken round bottom pots
  3" tall
  12" wide (approx)
  10" opening (approx)
  Raised ridge below lip with engravings
  Three sets of grooves on ridge 19, 23, 24

✓ X Two clumps brown grass
✓ One clump yellow grass
✓ One piece of bark
✓ Two small gourds, interior resembles loofa sponge
All Items above were found inside a pot

✓ XI Flat Stone
  5 1/2" long
  3 3/4" wide
  1 1/2" deep
  Thin small wing fossil on one corner


[XXII] Flat Stone
4 1/2" long
3 1/8" wide
1/8" depth
Not able to verify type of fossil

[XXII] Cylindrical Stone
4 1/4" long
2 1/8" diameter
Two flattened sides

[XXII] Stone Mortar and Pestle
Mortar
4 1/4" tall
7 1/8" wide
9" deep
5" opening
Nicks along rim
Pestle
5 1/4" tall
11 3/4" widest points
9 3/4" smallest points
Tapered handle
Blue vertical line on handle

[XXII] Musical instrument (gourd)
9 3/4" tall
9 1/2" widest points
Curved stem
1 3/8" high
3" long
1/2" from base of stem opening
1 1/2" diameter
Cloth netting with seeds on exterior, partially deteriorated
Opening at top/stem and bottom/base of gourd
5" diameter

[XXI] Bronze Clip
2 1/2" diameter
1 1/8" x 1 3/4" internal diameter
Tapered opening between flares
Starting 3/4"
Ending 1 3/8

[XXII] Wooden Arrow
missing (unless part of warrior/hunter figure)
which is also not included in this inventory
1 XXIII Wicker and Bentwood Basket with wooden bottom and two footings
   32" long
   17" wide
   12 3/4" tall with footings
   Footings
   7 3/4" tall
   11 1/2" long
   1 1/4" wide

2 of these

✓ XXIV Eleven half rounded wooden slats
   Ranging from: 31" long to 24" long
   3 3/4" wide to 2 1/2" wide
   2" tall to 1 1/2" tall
   Slightly tapered ends

✓ XXV Wooden Skull
   7 1/2" tall
   4" wide
   8" deep
   10 teeth
   Ear openings
   2"
   Eye openings
   1 3/4"
   Nasal openings
   1 3/4" (both)
   Septum
   1"
   Cranium
   17" diameter
   Tapered and angled base

The Roman Numerals are used as reference numbers for the works.